The integration of heterogeneous data in varying formats and from diverse communities requires an improved understanding of the concept of a dataset, and of key related concepts, such as format, encoding, and version. Ultimately, a normative formal framework of such concepts will be needed to support the effective curation, integration, and use of shared multi-disciplinary scientific data. To prepare for the development of this framework we reviewed the definitions of dataset found in technical documentation and the scientific literature. Four basic features can be identified as common to most definitions: grouping, content, relatedness, and purpose. In this summary of our results we describe each of these features, indicating the directions a more formal analysis might take.
INTRODUCTION
"There needs to be an explicit statement of what the intended preservation of a dataset will imply. There is ambiguity in what type of object a dataset is; with different groups of users applying different connotations." (Pepler, 2008) The concept of a dataset is common to almost every scientific discipline where data provide the empirical basis for research activities. Yet there has been little analysis of this central concept. Although the term occurs routinely in articles, papers and reports, as well as informal conversation among scientists, there is no precisely specified established definition. Nevertheless the term dataset appears to be unproblematic in its common use, suggesting that there is at least a general shared understanding -and in fact our examination of the literature, summarized below, clearly identifies a set of reoccurring themes.
At the same time this examination also reveals that usage varies considerably, raising some uncertainties about whether a single shared concept can be precisely defined. This is not surprising: thoroughgoing precision in definitions is often not practical. Rather than insist on agreement on subtleties and distinctions that are difficult to make precise, it is usually more efficient to rely on the informal and general understanding of a disciplinary community. Additional distinctions can then be negotiated as needed. Not only can individual disciplinary communities operate easily with an informal understanding of basic concepts, cross-disciplinary communication as well is facilitated by loosely defined notions.
Nevertheless the lack of a precise common definition that is shared across disciplines can create curatorial problems for multi-disciplinary digital data repositories. These repositories are intended to integrate data from many sources in order to solve real-world multi-disciplinary problems and must present their resources in a uniform common context.
In what follows we summarize some preliminary results of a project examining definitions of dataset in the scientific literature, technical documentation, and information processing standards (Sacchi, 2010) . Our examination has already revealed a core set of common features. This project is a first step in preparation for the development of a normative formal framework of precisely defined and related definitions that is both intrinsically coherent and that serves the needs of practicing scientists and the institutions and services which support data-intensive scientific research.
This research is being conducted as part of the Data Conservancy, a multi-institutional NSF funded initiative hosted at Johns Hopkins University Sheridan Libraries. The Data Conservancy is building infrastructure for the management of digital research data. The Data Concepts team, located at the Center for Research in Science and Scholarship, at the University of Illinois UrbanaChampaign, is developing a formal framework of fundamental data concepts. This work will provide the foundation for standardizing how Data Conservancy datasets are identified, described, related, and organized. 
COMMON FEATURES OF DATASET DEFINITIONS
We found that most definitions of dataset have four features: grouping, content, relatedness, purpose.
Grouping
Grouping terms like set, aggregation, container, and collection are routinely used to indicate that datasets are data treated collectively, as a unit. Importantly, these terms often occur as the nouns in categorical expressions that suggest that this feature identifies the fundamental kind of thing a dataset is (e.g. in a phrase such as "a dataset is a collection of…"). However exactly what sort of entity is intended by the grouping terms is often not clear, and can vary. In any ontology the assignment of datasets to some particular class of entity will be critical for subsequent modeling and reasoning. Several different meanings seem possible:
[Mathematical] Set: In some cases, particularly when the word "set" is used, it seems likely that set in the mathematical sense is intended. For instance, a "set of RDF triples […]" (Alexander, 2009) , a "set of records" (Purchase, 2008) , or a "set of numbers" (DAS2 Glossary, 2009). The common assumption that different data mean different datasets would be consistent with this interpretation: mathematical sets cannot, strictly speaking, lose or gain members. If mathematical set is an appropriate characterization, then we can expect set theoretic notions (element of, subset of, etc) to apply.
Collection:
The term "collection" is widely used in defining datasets (Alexander, 2009; Liguang, 2007; OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms, 2006; Pepler, 2008; Toupikov, 2009; United Nations Statistical Division, 2000) . Collection seems to suggest that the addition or deletion of data does not imply a change in dataset identity, which would be inconsistent with the mathematical concept of a set. If datasets are collections in this sense, there is no accepted system of logical notions that can be applied, as the conceptual nature of collection as an ontological category remains unclear. The concept of collection also suggests that there is an intentional collecting of the constituents of a dataset.
Containment:
Terms of containment are also used to indicate grouping. For instance "A DataSet contains the acquired or derived data" (Lohrey, 2009) . It is possible that this suggests a distinctive entity, different from sets or collections. However words related to "containment" are used very generally (both sets and collections are sometimes said to "contain" their members) and so from the use of containment terms alone, without further evidence, one cannot infer that an entity other than set or collection is intended.
Plural Reference: In some cases it is actually not entirely clear whether the intention is to treat data collectively, or to make a "plural reference" (McKay, 2006) to the data. For instance, "Data Set -Digital data and its metadata derived from any research activity" (LTER General Data Use Agreement, 2005) might be interpreted as referring to the data and not anything apart from the data, such as a dataset that contains the data.
Content
Although the term "data" is sometimes used without any additional qualification to indicate the contents of datasets, most definitions imply that the constituents of a dataset are things of some particular kind. The data in datasets are variously described with terms such as "observations" (Feeley, 2004; Purchase, 2008) , "facts" (McDermott, 2001) , "values" (United Nations Statistical Division, 2000), and "records of values" (Purchase, 2008) . Descriptions such as "observations" and "facts" indicate content of a propositional sort, while "values" or "records of values" might be understood as being representations of propositional content.
Datasets sometimes have parts that are themselves conceptualized as datasets. Although it is not clear whether the nested datasets are strictly speaking, components of datasets, or whether nesting simply means that the components of the nested dataset are components of the including dataset. If the former, then dataset nesting corresponds to a transitive relation (like subset of, or part of), but if the latter then the nesting relationship will be intransitive (like member of).
Typically the content of a dataset is intended to reflect the results of certain sorts of activities, such as measuring or observing. In particular what is recorded are observations (Feeley, 2004) or "the results of" observations (Purchase, 2008) .
Of obvious importance is a considerable variation in the level of abstraction at which dataset contents are conceived. In some places these contents appear to be abstract conceptual entities (observations, property values), and in other places particular representations of those entities (records of values, XML elements), or even lower level entities (files for instance). These distinctions are of course often explicit in discussions of the nature of datasets: "we adopt notations from which we can derive methods to read the physical representation of a dataset into an abstract one, and vice versa to write the abstract representation into a physical one" (Moreau, 2005) . Nevertheless ambiguity and variation with respect to levels of abstraction make it clear that a formal framework will not be making explicit an existing univocal concept of dataset, or even recommending revisions in an existing concept, but will need to develop a family of related notions to replace a term that is used in a variety of senses.
Relatedness
It is evident from these definitions that datasets are thought of as grouping together constituents (data) that are related to each other in some way that goes beyond both the grouping itself, and the identification of the grouped things as all being of the same general kind of entity. We refer to this further commonality as the relatedness condition. Several kinds of relatedness can be identified.
Circumstantial Relatedness: A dataset is sometimes thought of as consisting of data related by time, place, instrument, or object of observation. These features draw attention to the circumstances around the creation or maintenance of a dataset as opposed to any internal features of the data: "[data] originate from a certain source or process, are hosted on a certain server, or are aggregated by a certain custodian" (Alexander, 2009); "[data] should specify the context in which the observations or measurements were obtained. The context may include, for example, the place and the time of observation or measurement, and the object or group of objects observed" (Purchase, 2008) ; or again "Data having mostly similar characteristics (source or class of source, processing level and algorithms, etc.)" (NASA Earth Observatory Glossary, n.d.).
Syntactic relatedness: Data in a dataset are typically expected to have the same syntactic structure (records of the same length, field values in the same places, etc). For instance, "All records of a dataset are assumed to have a common structure, with each position having its specific meaning, which is common to all values appearing in it" (Purchase, 2008) ; data in a dataset are "sharing a structure" (OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms, 2006).
Semantic relatedness:
Data in a dataset may be about the same subject or make assertions similar in content. For example datasets are said to "deal with a certain topic" (Alexander, 2009) , have constituents that "[relate] to a single subject" (United Nations Statistical Division, 2000), or have "a common theme" (Pepler, 2008) . Also Feeley (2004) suggests this relation where he qualifies the term "observations" with the adjective "pertinent". This suggests that some sort of thematic coherence should be expected in the data included in a dataset.
These different kinds of relatedness are not disjoint. In fact they describe -at different levels of abstraction -the peculiar cohesion that characterizes a dataset as a unit and its intrinsic normative adherence to a common circumstantial, semantic, and syntactic pattern.
Purpose
Beyond the immediate objective of recording information datasets have a larger distinctive intended application as well. They are clearly created in order to contribute in some way to scientific activity. This might be by providing evidence to be analyzed, suggesting new hypotheses, providing refutation or confirmation of existing hypotheses, or supplying new phenomena to be explained.
Curiously, although indication of this distinctive scientific purpose is routine in dictionary definitions of dataset, it is not as often explicitly included in definitions in the scientific and technical literature, where, presumably it is implicit in the general context of the article or report.
Nevertheless it is indirectly in evidence: "A dataset represents a knowledge base.
[…] The knowledge base is more than just the sum of its parts: by itself, it is of informational value whether a piece of information belongs to a dataset or not." (Cyganiak, 2008) , indicates that datasets are meant to carry information that sustains scientific investigation. Similarly "[a dataset] represents an organization of pertinent experimental observations, their uncertainties, and mechanistic knowledge of a subject of interest" (Feeley, 2004 ) also anticipates the use of this information in the scientific process.
FINDINGS
Our examination of some explicit definitions of dataset in scientific and technical literature reveals that:
1. There are common themes in dataset definitions, suggesting that there is some degree of agreement and shared understanding, at least at a high level of generality.
2. More specifically, these definitions usually exhibit in some form these four characterizing features: grouping, content, relatedness, and purpose.
3. Although definitions of dataset do appear to fit a common pattern, with recurring phrases and semantically similar terms, it is clear that there is no single well-defined concept of dataset. The variations in individual terms are significant, the terms themselves are often used in different senses, and critical characteristics are left underdetermined.
4. In particular there is uncertainty as to the ontological status of datasets, and considerable ambiguity and conflation with respect to level of abstraction of dataset contents.
5. It is clear from the forgoing that the notion of "dataset" found in the literature cannot itself be provided with a precise formal definition, but that this general notion must be replaced by an interrelated family of more specific concepts.
NEXT STEPS
The curation and integration of scientific data from multiple sources and disciplinary communities will require a shared framework of dataset concepts. These concepts must make all needed distinctions and be precisely and formally defined. A review of the variety of dataset definitions in the literature, along with empirical studies of data practices, supply necessary first steps towards this framework, revealing the community expectations that must be accommodated.
But these empirical studies are only preliminary. Developing a normative framework of dataset concepts requires a thoroughgoing formal analysis of the modeling and representation issues, confirmed and shaped by iterative testing in real interdisciplinary scientific data repositories. This is the next phase of our project.
